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Abstract—Risks mitigation in IoT based systems is one of the
recent challenges in both academia and industry. In this work, we
propose an approach based on the attack-defense tree to assess
the relevant countermeasures for protecting IoT infrastructure.
To this end, an attack strategy exploration tool built on the top
of the statistical model checker and genetic algorithm is used to
select high impactful countermeasures. From that result, defense
strategies are highlighted while a compromise guarantee between
successful attacks, the cost incurred and the time to perform a
sequence of attack actions. We report experiments applied over
IoT network attacks.
Index Terms—Risks Analysis ; IoT Based Systems; Attacks
Assessment; Attack-Defense Trees; Defense Strategies Exploration

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growth of damage caused by attacks on IoT systems
requires the definition of a rigorous methodology allowing to
failure of attackers’ strategies. The attacks are due to numerous
vulnerabilities related to the large number of devices that can be
used in the IoT systems and also the diversity of communication
technologies that link these devices. Attackers exploit different
vulnerabilities to circumvent the security countermeasures and
damage the target system.
Various techniques can be used by the attackers which
highlight the urgent need for proposing methods and tools
that help security experts to analyze the potential attacks and
define reliable defense configurations. Attacks require resources
(equipment, tools, etc.) and time to be set up. The attacker
takes into account these considerations and tries to increase
the probability of success with a limited amount of resources.
In the paper, we aim to identify a sufficient set of relevant
countermeasures while finding a balance between the attack
cost and its probability of success.
As shown in Figure 1, our approach consists of four steps:
the two first steps start by collecting quantitative metrics of
existing attacks on IoT systems and countermeasures used to
protect the systems against those attacks. The third step consists
of the construction of the Attack-Defense Tree (ADT) [1] as a
logical formula while combining attacks and countermeasures.
The fourth step provides the adequate countermeasures called
“defense configuration” with the highest impact on attacks.
Attack-Defense Exploration tool [2] employed in this paper
is built upon a Statistical Model Checking (SMC) tool [3] and
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4]. GA synthesizes strategies that
minimize the attack cost and maximizes the probability of an
attack to succeed, whereas, SMC estimates the cost and the

Fig. 1. Generic Attack-Defense Exploration Approach.

probability of an attack being successful under each strategy. Finally, an Impact-Optimal Defense (IO-Def) heuristic evaluates
the impact of the defenses on the attack cost to pinpoint defense
actions portraying a good balance between defenses and their
provided impact on the attack cost regarding the organization’s
defense budget. Also, a benchmark description regarding the
existing approaches is portrayed in paper [2].
II. ATTACKS ASSESSMENT
To evaluate and analyze different attacks that target IoT
systems, certain metrics can be used. In our approach, attacks
are characterized by the following metrics:
• LB: lower time bound in days needed to achieve the
attack.
• U B: upper time allowed to perform the attack.
• Cost : charge of resources (stated in terms of dollars)
required to perform the attack.
• Env : probability of attack success.
In the recent year, with the growth of IoT applications
(smart buildings, health monitoring, energy management, etc.)
and threats affecting these applications, several surveys and
research papers such as [5], [6], [7] and [8] have highlighted
the security issues by providing the potential attacks at each
layer (application, support, communication, and perception)
of IoT architecture. The authors in [5] provide a quantitative
assessment of attacks by evaluating the probability of success,
the impact, and the risk level. Starting from these studies, we
identify the potential attacks and their characteristics.

TABLE I
I OT N ETWORK ATTACKS

ID

Name Attack

LB

UB

SFA
SiA
WoA
SyA
TAA
MMA
DoS
SpA
UnA
DDoS
SCA

Selective forwarding attacks
Sinkhole attacks
Wormhole attacks
Sybil attacks
Traffic analysis attacks
Man in the Middle Attacks
Denial of Service Attacks
Spoofing Attacks
Unauthorized Access
Distributed Denial of Service
Side-Channel Attacks

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Cost
16
16
16
16
15
12
15
13
16
15
10

250
250
250
250
000
500
000
000
250
000
500

Env
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.65
0.65
0.75
0.35

Table I presents the attacks that target the communication
layer. In this study, we consider 20 days as the time interval
allowed to perform each attack. The probability of the specific
attack being achieved is taken from [5]. The estimated cost of
each attack is calculated using the formula from [9]:
Cost = (probability/risk) × impact
A brief description of the attacks is given below:
(a) Selective Forwarding Attacks : In this attack, malicious
node declines to transmit some packets in order to destroy
the routing paths in the IoT network [5].
(b) Sinkhole Attacks : The attackers attempt to direct the
IoT network traffic to a specific device to make it look
attractive to other nodes [10].
(c) Wormhole Attacks : The attackers use malicious node to
record packets at one location in the IoT network and then
forward the network traffic data ignoring the intermediate
nodes [11].
(d) Sybil Attacks: In this attack, malicious node claims multiple identities to mislead other nodes in the IoT network
in order to impersonate them and gain access to the IoT
system [12].
(e) Traffic Analysis Attacks : The attackers capture and analyze
the IoT network packets to gather significant information,
such as network flows or the payload of decrypted packets
in the communication between devices [5].
(f) Man in the Middle Attacks: The attackers try to monitor
and eavesdrop the communication between two IoT devices in order to access private data. They use malicious
node to store and forward all data communicated between
devices in order to violate the security of restricted data
in IoT system [5].
(g) Denial of Service Attacks: The attackers try to create
massive traffic in IoT networks in order to consume the
resources and reduce the performance of the IoT system
making IoT services unavailable. In Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS), devices are attacked from multiple
sources in a distributed manner.

(h) Spoofing Attacks: The attackers attempt to get access to
information from a valid tag or a valid IP address of
authorized devices and then send malicious data with the
obtained information in order to make these data seem
valid [7].
(i) Unauthorized Access : The attackers try to obtain significant information from IoT devices to be able to access
IoT services through authentication mechanisms.
(j) Side-Channel Attacks : The attackers attempt to acquire secret keys from the encryption protocols and then use them
to decrypt the exchanged data and access the confidential
information.
III. C OUNTERMEASURES
Countermeasures are mechanisms that can be deployed to
defend the system and thwart attacks exploiting its vulnerabilities. Several surveys like [5] and [7] have collected the different
countermeasures for addressing attacks on IoT systems. In this
work, we based on the study proposed by [6] that presents
the recent countermeasures against the attacks identified in the
previous section.
(a) EPIC : The framework proposed by [13] to protect
IoT network against traffic analysis by preventing adversaries intercept the internet traffic. The framework
integrates secure multi-hop routing protocols to guarantee
the source/destination unlinkability and ensure the confidentiality of users’ data.
(b) SRAM-PUF: The protocol proposed by [14] to check the
authenticity of edge devices by using unclonable device
IDs. It reduces the risk of spoofing attacks as well as unauthorized access by preventing adversaries from usurping
the identity of devices.
(c) SRPL: Secure routing protocol proposed by [15] that
uses the Hash Chain Authentication (HCA) technique to
prevent malicious nodes from exploiting control messages
values to create a fake topology. SRPL deals with several
attacks like sinkhole attacks and selective forwarding
attacks.
(d) INTI: Intrusion Detection System proposed by [16] to
detect sinkhole attacks in IoT networks that use 6LoWPAN
protocol. It analyzes the behavior of each node in the
network and then identifies and isolates the malicious
nodes launching the attacks.
(e) C-IDS: IDS proposed by [17] to detect wormhole attacks
in IoT networks. The system combines the unsupervised
clustering (using K-means) and Decision Tree techniques
to identify the wormhole nodes.
(f) SecTrust: Trust aware RPL routing protocol proposed by
[18] to make routing decisions and detect malicious nodes.
The protocol allows to identify and isolate nodes that
launch Sybil attacks.
(g) SMQTT: A secure extension of MQTT (Message Queue
Telemetry Transport) protocol proposed by [19] to ensure Device to Device (D2D) security. SMQTT integrates
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) algorithm to secure IoT
networks against Man in the Middle Attacks.

Fig. 2. Attack-Defense Tree.

(h) DDoS-MT: The framework proposed by [20] to detect
and block DDoS attacks and DoS attacks. DDoS-MT is
composed of an analysis module that checks whether the
incoming traffic is suspicious or not and a monitoring
module that categorizes the suspicious traffic to DoS or
DDoS.
(i) SD-IoT : The framework proposed by [21] that uses SDx
(Software-Defined anything) paradigm and a technique
called CSV (Cosine Similarity of Vectors) to detect and
mitigate DDoS attacks.
(j) LEA-M: Encryption algorithm [22] based on LEA
(Lightweight Encryption Algorithm) that masks secret
keys of cryptographic implementations rendering sidechannel attacks hard.
IV. ATTACK -D EFENSE T REE
Several works have employed Trees for attacks modeling and
risk analysis. For instance, Attacks Trees (ATs) [23] are used
for modeling the combinations of attacks that allow achieving a
malicious goal. Extensions of ATs such as Defense Trees (DTs)
[24] were proposed to incorporate defense mechanisms. In this
work, we use Attack-Defense Trees (ADT) [1] that integrate
ATs and DTs concepts.
Figure 2 shows the ADT that models the various combinations of attacks presented in Section II and countermeasures
discussed in the previous Section. Attack nodes are represented
by rectangles and defense nodes by parallelograms (impactful
defenses in blue and not impactful defenses in green). We
express the combinations between the nodes by operators
(AND, OR, NOT) depicted by ellipses.
For example, both Spoofing Attacks (SpA) and Unauthorized
Access Attacks (UnA) can be blocked by the countermeasure
SRAM-PU. ADT will be used to analyze attacks and explore
impactful defense configurations.
V. A NALYSIS OF D EFENSE CONFIGURATIONS
Attack-Defense Exploration tool [2] starts by exploring the
cost-effective attacks that are most likely to succeed, then it

Fig. 3. Attack-Defense Exploration Tool.

identifies a set of countermeasures that block these attacks. The
selected countermeasures increase the attack’s cost. It is good to
block all possible attacks in ADT, but for organizations with a
limited defense budget, it is important to select countermeasures
that make the system harder to attack.
As shown in Figure 3, the input of the tool is the risk
assessment model composed of a set of attacks A with their
characteristics (Cost, LP, UB, Env), a set of countermeasures
C, ADT expressed as logic formula, and the constraints Tmax
(time to perform attacks) and Cmax (budget of resources used
in attacks). The output is a defense configuration DC composed
of a set of impactful countermeasures.
The tool allows also to generate the graphical representation
of ADT as in Figure 2 showing the selected countermeasures
(impactful defenses) in blue parallelograms and the other not
impactful defenses in green parallelograms.
The analysis of the risk assessment model consists of exploring the defense configurations that have the largest impact on
certain attacker profiles, based on budget and time constraints.
In Table II, we distinguish two configurations that correspond to organizations with sufficient (DC1) and limited (DC2)
defense budgets. In both cases, we consider the same time
constraint Tmax =300 days.
In DC1, we consider attackers with important resources
Cmax =500 000 $ used to perform attacks defined in Table
I. The exploration results presented in Figure 2 and Table
II show that role played by countermeasures “INTI” and

“SD-IoT” is negligible. According to the analysis carried out,
DC1 can also block other attacker profiles with Cmax =100
000 $ and Tmax =300 days, or with Cmax =150 000 $
and Tmax =150 days.
For organizations with limited budget, the configuration
DC2 = {EPIC, SRAM-PUF, SMQTT, DDoS-MT} can be
deployed to block the most cost-effective attacks with budgetary constraint Cmax = 49 000 $ and time constraint
Tmax =300 days. DC2 is also impactful for attackers with
budget Cmax = 50 000 $ and time constraint Tmax =150
days.
TABLE II
D EFENSE CONFIGURATIONS
DC

Cmax

Tmax

1

500 000

300

2

49 000

300

Countermeasures
EPIC, SRAM-PUF, SRPL,
C-IDS, SecTrust, SMQTT,
DDoS-MT, LEA-M
EPIC, SMQTT, DDoS-MT,
SRAM-PUF

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for the automatic identification of impactful countermeasures that can
increase the cost of attacks and decrease their probability
of success. A balance between defenses and their impact on
attack cost is realized to produce security configuration related
to IoT infrastructure. The security expert can select the best
configuration according to the organization’s budget. We have
applied our approach to IoT network attacks. We are planning in
the future to enhance the approach by introducing more quality
metrics such as energy.
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